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Long a staple of travel and outdoor 
adventures, Class B touring coaches  
are enjoying a special moment in the sun,  
thanks to the vanlife movement. They’re easy 
to drive and versatile in all kinds of settings,  
all year long. 

But Airstream’s Class B touring coaches 
are much more than just vans. Built with 
legendary Airstream quality, smart design, 
and thoughtful extras—all included right from 
the start, the Atlas, Interstate, and Rangeline 
score top marks in their class. 

So, how do you know which passes the test 
for your type of travel? These 10 questions 
can help you discern your preferences and 
discover the Airstream Class B from which 
you want to see the country. A decision 
brings you closer to the life you long to  
lead—don’t miss another minute. 

Nimble. Agile. Easy.

Interstate® 19

Interstate® 24GL

Atlas®

Interstate® 19X

Interstate® 24GT

Interstate® 24X

Interstate® 19SE Rangeline®

https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/atlas/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-24gl/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-19/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-19se/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-24x/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-24gt/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-19x/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/rangeline/
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Will you be cruising through town and country?  
Or do you prefer the road less traveled?  

If you envision going off the grid, the Rangeline lets you get 
closer to adventure than ever before. The rugged Interstate  
24X and 19X are also built to tackle tough terrain. And if  
your weekends are spent at soccer tournaments or tailgating,  
a van like the Interstate 19 gets you there with efficient 
storage and spaces for extra clothes, snacks, and meal  
prep—plus a handy onboard bathroom—in a compact  
package that’s easy to drive and park.  

Known for their maneuverability, all Airstream Class B Touring 
Coaches make it easy to tow a trailer or your motorized toys.  

But if you’re taking water or snow skis, mountain bikes, kayaks, 
fishing equipment, or other outdoor gear, you’ll love the rear 
stow space of the Interstate 19X and 24X. Aluminum L-track 
on the floor, walls, and ceiling lets you securely snap in your 
gear for safe, simple transport. The Rangeline also comes with 
L-track on the floor, plus MOLLE panels on the rear doors for 
grab-and-go access to accessories. 

Class B Touring Coaches generally sleep two. But add the 
optional pop-top to the Rangeline, and you have room to  
include another two, for double the fun.  

If yours is the ride for tailgating or the team, the Interstate 24GL 
has seating space for as many as nine. The drive is even more 
fun with a sleek kitchen for drinks and snacks and a high-end 
bathroom on board. 

Consider too the agility of your travel duo. Do you prefer to set  
up and pack up at the touch of a button? The Atlas doesn’t 
require a bit of brawn; tap the automated systems and  
you’re ready to move on. 
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Where are you going?

What are you bringing?

Who are you bringing?

https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/rangeline/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-24x/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-19x/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-19/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-24gl/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/atlas/
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Are your trips more refined, seeing the 
sights and grabbing a bite in a legendary 
local restaurant? Or are you hiking through 
the hills, come mud or high water?  

Getting ready for a night on the town 
is comfortable in the Atlas’s spacious 
residential-style bathroom. A tankless 
water heater provides continuous hot 
water, and hanging closet storage and 
drawers for your folded clothes are 
conveniently housed in the bathroom,  
so everything you need to get dressed  
and ready is on hand.  

If your type of adventure means evenings 
spent resetting your gear after a day on  
the trail, the interiors of the Interstate 19X  
and 24X are streamlined and flexible. 
They’re designed to bring the outdoors in, 
and cleaning up is easy—whether it’s your 
boots or the back seat. 

If your top adjective is luxurious, then the Atlas 
is your first pick. It includes a plush lounge 
that makes way for a clever king-sized Murphy 
bed with the touch of a button, a power slide 
for extra space, a stunning rear bathroom with 
walk-in shower featuring a teak inlay, a 40" 
Samsung LED Smart TV with a built-in sound 
bar, and designer finishes galore. 

Modern. Bright. Airy. Open. Interstate owners 
love the style of the 24GT Touring Coach. 
Like other Interstate models, it boasts 
solid-surface countertops and high-quality 
cabinetry handcrafted from fine woods 
imported from Italy. For those who want their 
transportation to have the same look and 
feel as their dream beach house, the Tommy 
Bahama Special Edition evokes the island  
life wherever they go. 

The Rangeline brings a Scandinavian 
aesthetic to road trips. It comes with 
everything you want (shoe storage and a 
key rack at the door!) and nothing you don’t. 
Owners appreciate that nothing gets in the 
way of their outdoor exploration, yet there’s 
a complete wet bath and comfortable bed 
waiting at day’s end. 

05 What’s your  
design vibe?

04 What are you doing 
when you get there?

https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/interstate-24gt/
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Does your idea of adventure demand 
flexible storage spaces and multi-use 
functionality? The Rangeline is the 
ultimate transformer. It offers a full wall of 
customizable hanging and pouch storage 
on each of the rear gate doors. The entry 
handle doubles as a towel rack. Captain’s 
chairs swivel to serve the dining/entertaining 
space. An expanding table swings open for 
use as counter space in the kitchen or extra 
table space. A standard drawer even comes 
with an insert for dog bowls.  

If you’d prefer the Mercedes platform, the 
Interstate 24X is also a gear-lover’s dream, 
with a modular sleeping space that converts 
to massive storage for sports equipment. 
Affix bikes and other gear on the aluminum 
aircraft L-tracks and you’ll still have room to 
spare under the bench seating as well as in 
the overhead storage racks. 

All the Interstate models offer great 
versatility that extends well beyond road 
trips. Even a day trip with the family is 
better with space for little ones to nap 
and potty; comfortable living quarters 
when the weather doesn’t cooperate; 
and everything you need to prep meals, 
snacks, and beverages. Bring the board 
games, the bikes, and the golf clubs—your 
transportation is entertainment on wheels. 

The Atlas and Interstate Touring Coaches 
are built on Mercedes-Benz® excellence, 
with upgraded safety features and premium 
suspension systems that ensure a smooth ride. 

The Rangeline capitalizes on a RAM 
ProMaster® 3500 chassis, providing ample 
power, with front-wheel drive and an Electronic 
Park Brake to reduce mechanical components 
for a dependable, streamlined RV. Safety and 
convenience features come standard. 

Airstream Touring Coaches also offer options 
for those with a fuel preference: The Atlas 
and Interstate models are diesel engines, 
while the Rangeline uses gasoline.
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How much does  
flexibility matter?

Do you have a  
chassis preference? 



The biggest buying mistake is making no decision at 
all. Airstreams are known to hold their value; if at first 
you don’t succeed, trade it in and try to buy again.  

Perhaps more importantly, there’s a lost opportunity 
cost when you put off your purchase. Memories and 
experiences are priceless, and time is one of the 
scarcest of resources.  

Choosing an Airstream Class B Touring Coach is 
unlocking a world of friendship and travel, with ease 
and comfort built right in. Visit your nearest Airstream 
dealer and take a peek inside—or even go on a test 
drive. You’re sure to find one that’s right for you.  

10 What are you  
waiting for?

There’s a lot of value in turning off the phone, 
unplugging, and being present. Whether you want 
to be fully unplugged or stay connected, Airstream 
Touring Coaches make that possible. 

The Rangeline comes with a 270Ah battery and 
2,000W inverter, making it extremely off-grid 
capable. The E1 package in the Atlas and Interstate 
models gives you even more boondocking power 
and resources, while simplifying the operation to  
all diesel and electric systems.

Hydraulic leveling jacks for a stable base. A powerful 
and quiet generator on board. A Froli® Ergonomic Sleep 
System. A power sunroof with screen. An automated 
entry step that extends to greet you. Even reading 
lights and shelves next to the power Murphy bed for 
your books and glasses. The designers of the Atlas 
thought of everything. They’ve changed out the seats to 
Ultraleather, hand-built the cabinets (with extra overhead 
storage), and ensured that every option that Mercedes 
offers for comfort and safety comes standard. 

The Interstate 24GT also delivers comfort and 
excellence, with a plush bed, supple Ultraleather seating, 
and a sophisticated and stylish kitchen featuring solid-
surface countertops and accent lighting. It includes a 
convenient workstation for managing responsibilities  
from the road.  

Comparing models means deciding which elements  
are a priority for you. When you choose an Airstream,  
you can be sure that thoughtful details come standard. 
Each may differ a bit in features to accommodate 
different travel styles, but all are hand-built with the  
same attention to quality that the brand is known for. 
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What are your  
power needs?

Which creature  
comforts count?
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More Questions?  
We Have Answers

Configure Your Perfect Airstream

Start with any model and choose a floor 

plan, interior décor, and additional options 

that feel right for you. When you’re done 

configuring, you’ll receive a tailor-made 

brochure to download, print, or share.

Configure Yours

Explore Our Blogs

Connect to our community by diving  

in to our blog, where you'll find compelling 

stories and valuable perspectives.

Read More

Find Your Dealer

While you’re shopping, you’re bound to have 

specific questions about certain models, 

features, and more. Whether you’re still 

researching or ready to buy tomorrow, your 

Airstream dealer is here to help you get the 

answers you need. Find your dealer and 

take a zero-pressure walkthrough in person. 

National Dealer Network

See All Airstream Touring Coaches

Take a closer look at all the current 

Airstream Touring Coach models and floor 

plans, and find the right one for you. 

Explore Touring Coaches

https://www.airstream.com/configurator/tc/
https://www.airstream.com/configurator/tc/
https://www.airstream.com/blog/
https://www.airstream.com/blog/
https://www.airstream.com/dealers/
https://www.airstream.com/dealers/
https://www.airstream.com/travel-trailers/
https://www.airstream.com/touring-coaches/



